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Abstract
Let Y be an irreducible, noetherian, separated scheme over an algebraically closed 3eld k. A
cover % :X → Y is 4at and 3nite morphism, its degree being d := [k(X ) : k(Y )]. In this paper
we give some new methods for constructing covers of degree d= 8; 9.
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0. Introduction and notations
In the papers [7,3] the authors give a complete description of Gorenstein covers
% :X → Y when the degree is d= 3; 4 and 5, respectively. Such a description allowed
us to produce and study examples of interesting varieties and moduli spaces.
In all these cases we de3ne a projective bundle ; : ;P → Y of rank n + d − 2, a
subbundle P ⊆ ;P of rank d − 2 and a suitable degeneracy locus V ⊆ ;P of relative
dimension n. If, 3brewise over Y , X := V ∩ P is of dimension 0 then % = ;|X :X →
Y is a cover. This analysis suggests to produce covers of degree d¿ 6 as suitable
intersection of some kind of “functorial” n-fold V ⊆ ;P with a “general” projective
subbundle P ⊆ ;P.
Assume for simplicity that Y ∼= spec(k) where k is a 3eld, hence ;P ∼= P n+d−2k and
P ∼= Pd−2k . Then the resolution of OX is the restriction to Pd−2k of the resolution of OV ,
hence Theorem 2.1 of [7] (or its corrected version in [5]) yields that V is arithmetically
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Gorenstein and its resolution must end with
0→ OP n+d−2k (−d)→ OP n+d−2k (−d+ 2)
⊕
d−3 → · · · :
We then obtain
!V ∼= Extd−2O
P n+d−2
k
(OV ; !P n+d−2k )
∼= OV (−n+ 1);
thus V must be a del Pezzo n-fold of degree d (see De3nition 3.2.1 of [16]).
If d¿ 6 this method does not give a complete description of covers of degree d,
but it is helpful in order to give non-trivial examples of particular interesting varieties.
In [5] we dealed with a 3rst class of covers of degree d = 6, called Scandinavian,
corresponding to the Segre embedding P2k × P2k ⊆ P8k . Here we continue our study,
describing other classes of covers % :X → Y of higher degree d= 8 (corresponding to
the 2-uple embedding P3k ⊆ P9k) and d = 9 (corresponding to the 3-uple embedding
P2k ⊆ P9k).
In Section 1 we recall the notion of catalecticant locus of rank r of a section. This
is a particular case of the notion of degeneracy locus, which has been fundamental in
the cases of covers of degree d6 6 treated in [7,3,5].
In Sections 2 and 3 we de3ne two classes of covers of degree 8 and 9, respectively.
We also prove existence results in these cases in the form of Bertini-type theorems.
In [10] Calabi–Yau threefolds X carrying an invertible sheaf L whose associated
morphism % :X → P3k is a cover are studied and it is proved there that deg(%)6 24.
In Section 4 we construct an example of such an X with deg(%) = 8 which, to our
knowledge, is the known example of highest degree. We also give other examples of
covers of degree 8 and 9 making some comments about our methods.
In particular, we show the limits of our method already in degree d = 6 via an
interesting example. Let A be a general abelian surface over k := C with a polarization
|D| of type (1; 3), then |D| induces a cover  :A → P2k of degree 6 and it would be
very interesting to give a description of such kind of covers (some results about the
branch locus of  are already known: see [1,4,19]).
Thus it is natural to ask whether such a general  can be described with our methods.
There are two distinct Del Pezzo n-fold of degree 6, namely the two Segre embeddings
P2k × P2k ⊆ P8k , giving rise to the already mentioned Scandinavian covers (see [5]),
and P1k × P1k × P1k ⊆ P7k . We de3ne Anglo-American covers as covers corresponding
to this second variety and we show that the general  above is neither Scandinavian
nor Anglo-American. Thus the description of  remains open.
Notation. From now on k will denote an algebraically closed 3eld of characteristic
p¿ 0. A scheme X is a noetherian scheme. A scheme X over k is a scheme X which
is separated and of 3nite type over k.
Let Y be an irreducible scheme, X another scheme. A cover % :X → Y is a 4at and
3nite morphism. Its degree d is, by de3nition, the rank of the locally free OY -sheaf
%∗OX .
If % :X → Y is a cover of degree d, then we have the trace map %# :OY → %∗OX .
LE ∼= coker %# is a locally free OY -sheaf of rank d− 1 called the Tschirnhausen module
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of % (see [22]) and we have an exact sequence 0 → OY %
#
→ %∗OX → LE → 0. If Y is
de3ned over a 3eld k whose characteristic p does not divide d then sequence above
splits, hence
%∗OX ∼= OY ⊕ LE (0.1)
(generalize the proof of Lemma 2.2 in [22]).
A cover % :X → Y is called Gorenstein if the scheme-theoretic 3bre %−1(y) is
Gorenstein over k(y) for every y∈Y : this is equivalent to the invertibility of the
relative dualizing sheaf !X |Y . If Y is Gorenstein then % is Gorenstein if and only if so
is X .
For each partition I = (i1; : : : ; ir) we denote by SI the corresponding Schur functor.
We refer to [20,9] for such a notion and for all its properties.
For all the other notations and results we always refer to [13].
1. Catalecticant loci
For reader’s bene3t we begin by recalling some well-known facts about catalecticant
and Veronese schemes (for further de3nitions, results and references see [11,15]).
Let Z be an integral scheme, choose locally free OZ -sheaves U and L of respective
ranks n+ 1 and 1. We denote by p :P(StU⊗L)→ Z , q :P(U)→ Z the projections
on Z .
The dual of the multiplication map  :p∗(St−sU⊗SsU⊗L)(1)→ p∗(StU⊗L)(1)
gives rise to the catalecticant map
cat : H 0(P(StU⊗L); p∗(St LU⊗L−1)(1))
→ H 0(P(StU⊗L); p∗St−s LU⊗ p∗(Ss LU⊗L−1)(1)):
Since
HomOZ (S
tU; StU) ∼= H 0(Z; StU⊗ St LU) ∼= H 0(P(StU⊗L); p∗(St LU⊗L−1)(1));
the identity StU→ StU induces via cat a morphism
st; s ∈HomOP(StU⊗L) (p∗St−sU; p∗(Ss LU⊗L−1)(1)):
Denition 1.1. The universal catalecticant locus of rank r is
Vr(s; t) := Dr(st; s) := { ’ | rk(st; s(’))6 r} ⊆ P(StU⊗L):
The catalecticant locus of rank r of the section ∈H 0(Z; St LU⊗L−1) is
Vr(s; t)() := p((Z) ∩Vr(s; t)) ⊆ Z:
The identity StU→ StU also induces an epimorphism q∗(StU⊗L) OP(U)(t)⊗
q∗L, hence we get an embedding P(U)
j
,→P(StU⊗L) with j∗OP(StU⊗L)(1) ∼= OP(U)
(t)⊗ q∗L, globalizing the t-uple embedding
Pnk ,→ P((
n+t
t )−1)
k :
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We denote by Vt the image of j and we call it the t-uple universal Veronese locus.
Since Vt ∼= P(U) then it is smooth over Z .
Proposition 1.2. Vt =V1(1; t) ⊆ P(StU⊗L).
Proof. It follows from [15], Corollary 1.29.
From now on we will brie4y write Vt() instead of V1(1; t)(): recall that Vt() =
V1(1; t)() ⊆ Z . The above identi3cation allows us to prove
Lemma 1.3. Let Z be an integral, smooth projective scheme over k := C. Let U, L
be locally free OZ -sheaves of respective ranks n+ 1, 1.
IfH := St LU⊗L−1 is globally generated then for each generic section ∈H 0(Y;H)
the scheme Vt() (which is by de6nition V1(1; t)()) is smooth.
Proof. In what follows we will omit t in the subscripts, since it is 3xed.
Let Va ⊆ V( LH) be the closure of the inverse image of V ⊆ P( LH) via the natural
rational map ! :V( LH) P( LH). We denote by Va0 ⊆Va the zero section of V( LH).
Since Z is smooth and V ∼= P(U) then Va\Va0 is also smooth. On the other hand,
H is globally generated, thus we have a diagram
Z × H 0(Z;H) ev−−−−−→ V( LH)
#

H 0(Z;H)
where ev is smooth.
Let V˜ := ev−1(Va), V˜0 := ev−1(Va0) and #˜ := #|V˜ : V˜→ #(V˜).
Since V˜ is smooth outside V˜0, by generic smoothness there is a proper closed
subset % ⊆ #˜(V˜) such that #˜ is smooth on the complement of % (see [13]).
Now for each  ∈ %, then #−1() intersects transversally V˜\V˜0. It follows that
V () ∼= !(ev(#−1() ∩ V˜)) ⊆ Z is smooth outside !(ev(#−1() ∩ V˜0)) = ∅.
Remark 1.4. Let E be a locally free OY -sheaf, set P := P(E) and denote by  :P→ Y
the projection. Fix locally free OY -sheaves G and M of respective ranks n + 1 and
1. Let U := ∗G, L := ∗M(−1). For each ∈H 0(P; St LU ⊗L−1) we can form
Vt() ⊆ P.
Via the isomorphism
& :H 0(Y; St LG⊗M−1 ⊗ E) ∼→ H 0(P; ∗(St LG⊗M−1)(1))
(projection formula) we obtain a section '∈H 0(Y; St LG⊗M−1 ⊗ E), hence a rational
map j :P ;P := P(StG ⊗M) depending on ' (or ) which is an embedding if '
induces a surjective map StG ⊗M → E. In ;P we have also the Veronese locus Vt
and, if j is an embedding, a local computation then shows that Vt() = j−1(Vt).
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2. Covers of degree d = 8
2.1. The construction
Fix an integral scheme Y . Let t = 2 and assume that G and M are locally free
OY -sheaves of respective ranks 4 and 1. We set ;P := P(S2G⊗M) and we denote by
; : ;P→ Y the projection.
Consider locally on Y a set of coordinates zi; j on ;P. In this case the matrix of s2;1
is the general 4× 4 symmetric matrix

z0;0 z0;1 z0;2 z0;3
z0;1 z1;1 z1;2 z1;3
z0;2 z1;2 z2;2 z2;3
z0;3 z1;3 z2;3 z3;3


:
Then V2 is by construction the universal subscheme of symmetric morphisms of
rank r6 1 inside ;P.
Proposition 2.1.1. If k ∼= C, there is an exact sequence of the form
0→ ;∗L(−8)→ ;∗( LF⊗L)(−6)→ ;∗( LF2 ⊗L)(−5)→ ;∗( LF3 ⊗L)(−4)
∼= ;∗F3(−4)→ ;∗F2(−3)→ ;∗F(−2)→ O ;P → OV2 → 0; (2.1.1.1)
where
F := S(2;2)G⊗M2; F2 := S(3;2;1)G⊗M3;
F3 := (S(4;2;1;1) ⊕ S(3;3;2))G⊗M4; L := (detG)4 ⊗M8:
The restriction of sequence (2.1.1.1) to each 6bre ;Py := ;−1(y) ∼= P9k is a minimal
free resolution of V2 ∩ ;Py, where Py := −1(y) ∼= P6k(y).
V2 ∩ ;Py is an arithmetically Gorenstein subscheme of ;Py ∼= P9k .
Proof. The complex (2.1.1.1) can be de3ned using the cosection ;∗(S2G⊗M)(−1)→
O ;P induced by s2;1 following the construction described in Sections 3 and 5 of [17]
when Y is a point, and the duality formula (see [20, 1.5]).
Since Schur functors commute with the base change, (2.1.1.1) is 3brewise exact (as
proved in [17]), thus it is globally exact by the lemma of Nakayama.
If E is any locally free OY -sheaf of rank 7 we denote by P := P(E) and by  :P→
Y the canonical projection. For each symmetric morphism  : ∗G→ ∗( LG⊗M−1)(1)
we can consider the locus X := V2() ⊆ P and we set % := |X . If ' := &−1() : S2G⊗
M→ E is surjective, then Remark 1.4 yields V2() = j−1(V2) =V2 ∩ P.
Denition 2.1.2. With the notations above we say that ' has the right codimension at
y∈Y if the scheme V2() ∩ Py ⊆ Py has codimension 6.
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Proposition 2.1.3. With the notations above % :X → Y is a Gorenstein cover of degree
8. Moreover, if k ∼= C, the resolution N∗ of Theorems 2.1 of [7,5] looks like the
following:
0→ ∗L(−8)→ ∗( LF⊗L)(−6)→ ∗( LF2 ⊗L)(−5)
→ ∗F3(−4)→ ∗F2(−3)→ ∗F(−2)→ OP → OX → 0: (2.1.3.1)
Proof. If  has the right codimension at each point y∈Y then % is 3nite. Moreover,
its degree is 3brewise constant equal to 8, hence it is also 4at. Finally it is 3brewise
complete intersection inside a Gorenstein scheme, then it follows that % is a Gorenstein
cover of degree d= 8.
Locally on Y , P is complete intersection inside ;P, hence the restriction to P of
(2.1.1.1) above provides a resolution of OX over OP.
Remark 2.1.4. If L ∼= detE then E is the Tschirnhausen module of % by Theorem
2.1 (iv) of [7] or [4].
If this is the case, since S2S2G ∼= S4G⊕S2;2G (see [9, Exercise 6.16]), straightforward
computations yield detF ∼= detE5, according with Conjecture 2.5 of [4].
2.2. Existence
In this section we will prove a Bertini theorem for covers % :X → Y of degree d=8,
when Y is a smooth and connected curve or surface. See [7, Theorems 3.6 and 4.5, 3,
Theorem 4.4, 5, Theorem 3.1] for analogous results about covers of degree d=3; 4; 5; 6.
Theorem 2.2.1. Let k := C, Y be an integral, smooth projective scheme over k with
dim(Y )6 3 and E, G, M locally free OY -sheaves of ranks 7, 4, 1, respectively, such
that detG4 ⊗M8 = det(E).
If H := S2 LG⊗M−1 ⊗ E is globally generated the sets
Hrc := {'∈H 0(Y;H) | ' has the right codimension at each y∈Y};
Hs := {'∈Hrc |V2(&(')) ⊆ P is smooth}
are open and non-empty. V2(&(')) is connected if and only if h0(Y; LE) = 0.
Proof. If dim(Y )6 3, each general section '∈H 0(Y;H) corresponds to an epimor-
phism ' : S2G ⊗M → E, hence to a linear embedding j :P ,→ ;P, depending on ',
such that X := V2(&(')) = V2 ∩ P. The map % := |X is a cover if and only if
dim(V2 ∩ Py) = 0 for each y∈Y .
Since H is globally generated the pull back to P of the evaluation map gives us
the surjectivity of
y :H 0(P; ∗(S2 LG⊗M−1)→ H 0(Py; j∗y∗(S2 LG⊗M−1)(1)) ∼= H 0(P6k ;OP6k (1))
⊕10;
where jy is the restriction to the 3bres over y of j.
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On the other hand, we have a rational surjective map H 0(P6k ;OP6k (1))
⊕10
Grass := G(7; 10) (in the paper G(m; n) denotes the Grassmann variety of m-subspaces
of kn), hence a surjective rational map
/y :H 0(Y;H) ∼= H 0(P; ∗(S2 LG⊗M−1)(1)) Grass:
Let V2 be the image of the 2-uple embedding P3k ,→ P9k and de3ne
F := {h∈Grass | dim(h ∩ V2)¿ 1}
(For a closed scheme T we denote by dim(T ) the maximum of the dimensions of its
irreducible components).
Consider the correspondence
2 ⊆ Y × H 0(Y;H) 
−−−−−→ Y
3

H 0(Y;H)
where 2 := {(y; ') | ' has not the right codimension at y}. 2 is closed (see the
analogous step in the proof of Theorem 3.6 of [7]) and the elements of 2y := 2 ∩

−1(y) are the pairs (y; ') such that  := &(') specializes at y via  to a 6-space
h ⊆ ;Py ∼= P9k such that dim(h ∩ V2)¿ 1. It follows that 2y = y × /−1y (F)
Claim 2.2.1.1. dim(F)6 17, hence the codimension of F inside Grass is at least 4.
Assume the claim. Then the codimension of 2 is 4 thus the codimension of 3(2) is
at least 1 since dim(Y )6 3.
Finally, for a general '∈H 0(Y;H) the scheme V2(&(')) ⊆ P is smooth by Lemma
1.3 above with Z := P, U := ∗G, L := OP(−1)⊗ ∗M.
Formula (0.1) implies that h0(X;OX ) = h0(Y;OY ) + h0(Y; LE) hence for each section
'∈H 0(Y;H), X := V2(&(')) is connected if and only if h0(Y; LE) = 0.
We will denote by Hilbn;p the closure in the corresponding Hilbert scheme of the
locus of integral subschemes C ⊆ V2 (V2 is image of the 2-uple embedding P3k ,→ P9k)
having Hilbert polynomial PC(t) = nt + 1− p. For generalities about Hilbert schemes
see [12] or [23], lecture 15. Consider the incidence correspondence
Ipn := {(h; C)∈Grass× Hilbn;p |C ⊆ h}
and let Fn;p be the closure of its projection onto Grass. By semicontinuity dim(h ∩
V2)¿ 1 for h∈Fn;p.
Let h =: h3 ⊂ h2 ⊂ h1 ⊂ h0 := P9k be a 4ag of subspaces containing h∈F . Then
V2 ∩ h ⊂ V2 ∩ h2 ⊂ V2 ∩ h1 ⊂ V2. In order to have dim(V2 ∩ h)¿ 1 there must exists
i such that dim(V2 ∩ hi) = dim(V2 ∩ hi+1), and we take the 3rst of such indices.
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It follows that the minimal free resolution of the sheaf of ideals IV2∩hi|hi in Ohi is
0→Ohi(−8)→ Ohi(−6)⊕20 → Ohi(−5)⊕64
→Ohi(−4)⊕90 → Ohi(−3)⊕64 → Ohi(−2)⊕20 → IV2∩hi|hi → 0:
It is then easy to check h0(hi; IV2∩hi|hi(1)) = h
1(hi; IV2∩hi|hi(1)) = 0 hence V2 ∩ hi is
non-degenerate inside hi.
We obtain that hi+1 must contain a proper component Tˆ of V2∩hi. Since deg(V2)=8,
then deg(Tˆ )6 7. Thus h∈F if and only if h∩V2 contains an integral, closed subscheme
T (namely any component of h∩ Tˆ ), such that deg(T )6 7 contained in h ∼= P6k in an
intersection of hyperplanes and quadrics.
Moreover, since V2 is the image of the 2-uple embedding, then deg(T ) must be
even, thus either dim(T ) = 1 and deg(T ) = 2; 4; 6 (in this case T is the image of a
line, of a conic, of a cubic, respectively hence p6 1) or dim(T ) = 2 and deg(T ) = 4
(T is the image of a plane).
We conclude that in the second case then T contains necessarily a curve of degree
2 in V2, thus h∈F2;0.
Hence F = F2;0 ∪ F4;0 ∪ F6;0 ∪ F6;1 ⊆ Grass and we now prove Claim 2.2.1.1 into
several steps.
2.2.2. F2;0. If C ⊆ V2 is a conic then it is the image of a line r ⊆ P3k , thus C must
be integral and Hilb2;0 ∼= G(2; 4) ⊆ P5k , the Klein quadric, which has dimension 4.
Each integral conic C ⊆ V2 lies in a plane of P9k , thus the set of 6-spaces h ⊆ P9k
containing C is isomorphic to G(4; 7). It follows that dim(F2;0)6 16.
2.2.3. F4;0. If C ⊆ V2 is an integral quartic then it is the image of a conic, thus Hilb4;0
is birationally isomorphic to P(H 0(P2k ;OP2k (2)))× LP3k , which has dimension 8.
Each integral quartic C ⊆ V2 must generate a 3-space, since it must be intersection
of quadrics, thus the set of 6-spaces h ⊆ P9k containing C is isomorphic to G(3; 6). It
follows that dim(F4;0)6 17.
2.2.4. F6;1. Let C ⊆ V2 be an integral elliptic sextic. It is the image of a plane cubic
D ⊆ P3k . In particular Hilb6;1 is birationally isomorphic to P(H 0(P2k ;OP2k (3))) × LP3k .
We have a factorization
OP9k (1) −−−−−→ OV2 (1) −−−−−→ OC(1)∥∥∥∥∥
∥∥∥∥∥
OP3k (2) −−−−−→ OD(2)
Thus the map H 0(P9k ;OP9k (1))→H 0(C;OC(1)) is surjective, whence h0(P9k ; IC|P9k (1)) = 4.
In particular, C ⊆ P9k generates a 5-space. It follows that the set of 6-spaces con-
taining C is isomorphic to G(1; 4). We conclude dim(F6;1)6 15.
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2.2.5. F6;0. Let C ⊆ V2 be an integral rational sextic. It is the image of a twisted cubic
D ⊆ P3k . In particular Hilb6;1 is birationally isomorphic to P(H 0(P1k ;OP1k (3))⊕4). Again
the map H 0(P9k ;OP9k (1))→ H 0(C;OC(1)) is surjective, whence h0(P9k ; IC|P9k (1)) = 3.
In particular, C ⊆ P9k generates a 6-space. It follows dim(F6;1)6 15.
Claim 2.2.1.1 is now completely proved.
3. Covers of degree 9
3.1. The construction
Let t = 3 and assume that G has rank 3 and set ;P := P(S3G ⊗M). Denote by
; : ;P→ Y the projection.
Consider locally on Y a set of coordinates zi; j;h on ;P. In this case the matrix of s3;1
is the general 3× 6 catalecticant matrix


z0;0;0 z0;0;1 z0;0;2 z0;1;1 z0;1;2 z0;2;2
z0;0;1 z0;1;1 z0;1;2 z1;1;1 z1;1;2 z1;2;2
z0;0;2 z0;1;2 z0;2;2 z1;1;2 z1;2;2 z2;2;2

 :
Then V3 is by construction the universal subscheme of catalecticant morphisms of
rank r6 1 inside ;P.
Proposition 3.1.1. If k ∼= C, there is an exact sequence of the form
0→ ;∗L(−9)→ ;∗( LF1 ⊗L)(−7)→ ;∗( LF2 ⊗L)(−6)→ ;∗( LF3 ⊗L)(−5)
→ ;∗F3(−4)→ ;∗F2(−3)→ ;∗F1(−2)→ O ;P → OV2 → 0; (3.1.1.1)
where
F1 := S(4;2)G⊗M2; F2 := (S(6;2;1) ⊕ S(5;4) ⊕ S(5;3;1) ⊕ S(4;3;2))G⊗M3;
F3 := (S(7;4;1) ⊕ S(7;3;2) ⊕ S(6;5;1) ⊕ S(6;4;2) ⊕ S(6;3;3) ⊕ S(5;5;2) ⊕ S(5;4;3))G⊗M4;
L := (detG)9 ⊗M9:
The restriction of sequence (3.1.1.1) to each 6bre ;Py := ;−1(y) ∼= P9k is a minimal
free resolution of V3 ∩ ;Py.
V3 ∩ ;Py is an arithmetically Gorenstein subscheme of ;Py ∼= P9k .
Proof. The embedding of V3 inside ;P is arithmetically Gorenstein on each 3bre ;Py :=
;−1(y), with minimal free resolution of the form
0→O ;Py (−9)→ O ;Py (−7)⊕27 → O ;Py (−6)⊕105 → O ;Py(−5)⊕189
→O ;Py (−4)⊕189 → O ;Py (−3)⊕105 → O ;Py(−2)⊕27 → O ;Py → OV3∩ ;Py → 0
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(see [21, sequence (2)]). Following word by word the proof of step B of Theorem 2.1
of [7], we can prove the existence of a well-de3ned global resolution R∗ → OV3 → 0.
In [21] a description of the 3rst part of sequence above as sequence of GL3-invariant
modules and morphisms is given. In particular we can use the GL3-invariant de3nition
of the morphisms in order to de3ne a complex R′∗:
;∗F3(−4)→ ;∗F2(−3)→ ;∗F1(−2)→ O ;P → 0;
resolving OV3 .
R′∗ → OV3 → 0 is 3brewise exact by construction, hence it is globally exact by the
lemma of Nakayama. Since it is 3brewise a minimal free resolution then it must be
isomorphic, at least locally on Y , with the 3rst part of R∗ → OV3 → 0. Such a local
isomorphism is unique up to homotopies. By degree reasons any homotopy must be
zero, thus all these local isomorphisms glue together giving a global isomorphism.
On the one hand, since the embedding of V3 inside ;P is 3brewise arithmetically
Gorenstein, LR∗ resolves 3brewise, hence globally, !V3| ;P (see [2, Corollary 3.3.9]).
Recall that V3 ∼= P(G), then !V3|Y ∼= !P(G)|Y ∼= OP(G)(−3)⊗ q∗detG, q :P(G) → Y
being the projection. On the other hand, the embedding V3 ⊆ ;P gives an isomorphism
O ;P(1)|P(G) ∼= OP(G)(3)⊗ q∗M, whence !V3|Y ∼= ;∗(detG⊗M)(−1)|V3 .
Since ! ;P|Y ∼= ;∗(detG⊗M)10(−10), the complex
LR∗ ⊗ ;∗(detG⊗M)9(−9)→ OV3 → 0
is exact.
As above it can be proved that R∗ ∼= LR∗ ⊗ !V2| ;P, hence we obtain the symmetry
of (3.1.1.1) in this way.
Let E be a locally free OY -sheaf of rank 8, set P := P(E) and let  :P→ Y be the
canonical projection.
For each section morphism ∈H 0(P; ∗(S3 LG⊗M−1)(1)) we can consider the locus
X := V3() ⊆ P and we set % := |X . If ' := &−1() : S3G ⊗M → E is surjective,
then Remark 1.4 yields V3() = j−1(V3) =V3 ∩ P.
Denition 3.1.2. With the notations above we say that ' has the right codimension at
y∈Y if the scheme V3() ∩ Py ⊆ Py has codimension 7.
Proposition 3.1.3. With the notations above % :X → Y is a Gorenstein cover of degree
9. Moreover, if k ∼= C, the resolution N∗ of Theorems 2.1 of [7,5] looks like the
following:
0→ ∗L(−9)→ ∗( LF1 ⊗L)(−7)→ ∗( LF2 ⊗L)(−6)→ ∗( LF3 ⊗L)(−5)
→ ∗F3(−4)→ ∗F2(−3)→ ∗F1(−2)→ O ;P → OV2 → 0 (3.1.3.1)
Proof. Imitate the Proof of Proposition 2.1.3.
Remark 3.1.4. If L ∼= detE then E is the Tschirnhausen module of % (see Remark
2.1.4).
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If this is the case, since S2S3G ∼= S6G ⊕ S4;2G (see [8, Exercise 6.16]), again
detF ∼= detE6, according to Conjecture 2.5 of [5].
3.2. Existence
In this section we will prove a Bertini theorem for covers % :X → Y of degree d=9,
when Y is a smooth and connected curve or surface.
Theorem 3.2.1. Let k := C, Y be an integral, smooth projective scheme over k with
dim(Y )6 2 and E, G, M locally free OY -sheaves of ranks 8, 3, 1, respectively, such
that detG9 ⊗M9 = det (E).
If H := S3 LG⊗M−1 ⊗ E is globally generated the sets
Hrc := {'∈H 0(Y;H) | ' has the right codimension at each y∈Y};
Hs := {'∈Hrc |V3(&(')) ⊆ P is smooth}
are open and non-empty. V2(&(')) is connected if and only if h0(Y; LE) = 0.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Theorem 2.2.1. For this reason in what
follows we shall only describe the necessary changes.
First of all t = 3 and Grass := G(8; 10). Then claim 2.2.1.1 becomes in this case
Claim 3.2.1.1. dim(F)6 11, hence the codimension of F inside Grass is at least 5.
Assume the claim. On the one hand if '∈H 0(Y;H) is general, then it corresponds
to an epimorphism ' : S3G ⊗M → E, only if dim(Y )6 2 (so in no cases we can
extend the statement to higher dimensions).
On the other hand, for a general '∈H 0(Y;H) the scheme V3(&(')) ⊆ P is smooth
by Lemma 1.3.
Now we again have to compute dim(F). Note that in this case the degree of each
curve in the image V3 of the 3-uple embedding P2k ,→ P9k is a multiple of three. Hence
we have to 3nd h∈Grass such that h∩V3 contains a curve C of degree deg(C)=3; 6.
It follows that F = F3;0 ∪ F6;0 ⊆ Grass.
3.2.2. F3;0. If C ⊆ V3 is a cubic then it is the image of a line r ⊆ P2k , thus C must
be integral and Hilb3;0 ∼= LP2k .
Moreover C must generate a 3-space, thus the set of h∈Grass containing h is
isomorphic to G(4; 6). It follows that dim(F3;0)6 10.
3.2.3. F6;0. If C ⊆ V3 is an integral sextic then it is the image of a conic, thus Hilb6;0
is birationally isomorphic to P(H 0(P2k ;OP2k (2))).
C must generate a 4-space, since it must be intersection of quadrics, thus the set of
h∈Grass containing C is isomorphic to G(3; 5). It follows that dim(F4;0)6 11.
Claim 3.2.1.1 is proved.
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4. Examples and nal remarks
Taking into account Theorems 2.2.1 and 3.2.1, we are mainly interested in construct-
ing examples.
Example 4.1. Let n=1; 2; 3, G := O⊕4Pnk , M := OP
n
k
(), E := OPnk ()
⊕6⊕OPnk (2). Then
H := S2 LG⊗M−1⊗E is globally generated, hence the general section '∈H 0(Pnk ;H)
de3nes a cover % :X → Pnk with Tschirnhausen module LE. It is not diTcult to check
that !X ∼= %∗OPnk (2− n− 1) (see e.g. [3]).
If n = 1 and  = 2, then each such % is induced by a half-canonical pencil g18 (see
[6]).
If n= 2 and  = 1, then X is a del Pezzo surface of degree 8 and % is induced by
the projection of X inside P8k from a general P5k .
If n = 2 and  = 2, then X is a surface of general type with K2X = 8, q(X ) = 0,
pg(X ) = 3 and % is its canonical map (see [3]).
If n=3 and =1, then X is a del Pezzo threefold of degree 8 and % is induced by
the projection of X inside P9k from a general P5k .
If n = 3 and  = 2, then X is a Calabi–Yau threefold. Note that in general if X
is a smooth Calabi–Yau threefold and L∈Pic(X ) de3nes a cover % :X → P3k , then
d := deg(%)6 24 (see Proposition 1.6 of [10]), and it is easy to check with the
method described in Section 6 of [3] that the Tschirnhausen module of % is LE ∼=
OP3k (−2)⊕d−2 ⊕ OP3k (−4). The cover % that we obtain applying Theorem 2.2.1 above
has d=8 which is far from the possible maximum degree but, at least to our knowledge,
it is the known example of highest degree.
Example 4.2. Let Q ⊆ P4k be a smooth quadric, G := O⊕4Q , M := OQ(2), E :=
OQ(2)⊕6 ⊕ OQ(4). The general section '∈H 0(Pnk ;H) de3nes a cover % :X → Q with
Tschirnhausen module LE and !X ∼= %∗OQ(1). In particular, X is a threefold of general
type with K3X = 16, h
1(X;OX ) = h2(X;OX ) = 0, pg(X ) = 5 and % is its canonical map
(see [8]).
Example 4.3. Let n= 1; 2, G := O⊕3Pnk , M := OP
n
k
(), E := OPnk ()
⊕7 ⊕ OPnk (2). Then
again the general section '∈H 0(Pnk ;H) de3nes a cover % :X → Pnk with Tschirnhausen
module LE and !X ∼= %∗OPnk (2− n− 1).
If n = 1 and  = 2, then each such % is induced by a half-canonical pencil g19 (see
[6]).
If n= 2 and  = 1, then X is a del Pezzo surface of degree 9 and % is induced by
the projection of X inside P9k from a general P6k .
If n = 2 and  = 2, then X is a surface of general type with K2X = 9, q(X ) = 0,
pg(X ) = 3 and % is its canonical map. The 3rst example of such kind of surface is
given in [25] and not by the author as wrongly indicated in [3].
We observe that it seems natural to ask whether our method produces other classes of
covers of degree d¿ 6, with the relative existence results. Obviously we cannot hope
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to obtain a structure theorem for Gorenstein covers of 3xed degree d¿ 6. Indeed, as
explained in the introduction, such a complete description depends on the existence of
a corresponding structure theorem for Gorenstein ideals of codimension d− 2, which,
up to now, is missing.
In what follows we will show how the method is far from giving a reasonable theory
for covers of degree d¿ 6 already in the 3rst case d=6. To this purpose we begin by
spending a few words about another (trivial) class of covers, called Anglo-American,
corresponding to the Segre embedding P1k × P1k × P1k ⊆ P7k .
Let Y be an integral scheme and let Ai, i = 0; 1; 2, be locally free OY -sheaves of
rank 2, and set ;P := P(⊗2i=0Ai) ;→ Y . We de3ne the totally degeneracy locus as
D := {(t; y)∈ ;P | t is totally reducible over y∈Y} ⊆ ;P:
If E is any locally free OY -sheaf of rank 5 we denote by P := P(E) and by
 :P→ Y the canonical projection. We have an isomorphism
& :H 0(Y; (⊗2i=0Ai)L⊗ E)→ H 0(P; ∗(⊗2i=0Ai)L(1))
induced by projection formula. Let ∈H 0(P; ∗(⊗2i=0Ai)L(1)) and ' := &−1()∈
H 0(Y; (⊗2i=0Ai)L⊗ E). Interpret ' as a map ⊗2i=0Ai → E: if it is surjective, then we
have an embedding P ⊆ ;P, we can consider
X := D() =D ∩ P;
the totally degeneracy locus of , and we de3ne % := |X .
As usual we say that ' := &−1() has the right codimension at y∈Y if the scheme
D(&('))y ⊆ Py has codimension 4.
If ' has the right codimension at each point y∈Y then % is 3nite. Moreover, in
this case we obtain for each closed point y∈Y an embedding Py := −1(y) ∼= P4k ⊆
;Py := ;−1(y) ∼= P7k and Xy := %−1(y) ⊆ Py is exactly the intersection of Dy :=
D ∩ ;Py ∼= P1k × P1k × P1k with Py. Since Py ⊆ ;Py is complete intersection and ' has
the right codimension at each y∈Y , deg(Xy) = 6 and dim(Xy) = 0, whence % is 4at
and, since
OP1k×P1k×P1k (1) = OP1k×P1k×P1k (1; 1; 1); !P1k×P1k×P1k = OP1k×P1k×P1k (−2;−2;−2);
Xy is an arithmetically Gorenstein subscheme of Py. We conclude that % :X → Y is a
Gorenstein cover of degree d= 6.
Denition 4.4. Each cover % constructed as above is called Anglo-American.
The name Anglo-American derives (in analogy to the Scandinavian covers) from
the fact that the minimal free resolution of the 3bre Dy can be obtained as a suitable
mapping cone involving a generalized Eagon–Northcott complex.
Now we prove that each Anglo-American cover is trivial, i.e. factors through a
cover of degree 3. Let q :P0 := P(A0) → Y , p :P(q∗(⊗2i=1Ai)) → P0. The identity
on ⊗2i=0Ai induces
p∗q∗(⊗2i=0Ai) OP(q∗(⊗2i=1Ai))(1)⊗ OP0 (1);
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hence a commutative square
It is clear that
h(P(q∗(⊗2i=1Ai))) =D0 := {(t; y)∈ ;P | t: A1 ⊗A2 → LA0: rk86 1 over y}:
In particular D ⊆ D0. Let S := p(X ) ⊆ P0, 8 := p|X , 9 := q|S .
Proposition 4.5. 8 is 6nite of degree 2 and 9 is a Gorenstein cover of degree 3.
Proof. Since %=98 is 3nite, then both 9 and 8 are quasi-3nite. Moreover, % is projective
(locally on Y ), then the same is true for 8 (see Exercise II.4.9 of [13]), hence it is
3nite (see Exercise III.11.2 of [13]). For the same reason, since 9 factors through q,
9 is 3nite too.
In order to compute deg(8) and deg(9) assume that Y ∼= spec(k). Then P0 ∼=
P1k , ;P ∼= P7k , P(q∗(⊗2i=1Ai)) ∼= P1k × P3k and D = P1k × P1k × P1k inside P1k × P3k
is exactly P1k × Q, Q being the smooth quadric. Each P4k ⊆ P7k intersects P1k × P3k
in a divisor of bidegree (1,1), then it follows deg(8) = 2, hence deg(9) = 3 since
6 = deg(%) = deg(8)deg(9).
From the above computation it also follows that deg(9−1(y)) is constant then 9 is
4at by Theorem III.9.9 of [13]. Since the 3bres of 9 are Gorenstein we 3nally conclude
that 9 is a Gorenstein cover of degree 3.
Example 4.6. Let (A; |D|) be a (1; 3)-polarized abelian surface over k := C. If A is not
the product of two polarized elliptic curves then |D| on A induces a Gorenstein cover
 :A→ P2k of degree d=6 (see [18, Example 1.5 of Chapter 10]]). The Tschirnhausen
module of  is the dual of
E := OP2k (3)⊕ :
1
P2k
(3)⊕2
(see [4, Theorem 0.4]). From now on we always make the assumption that  is
Anglo-American.
By Proposition 4.5 we have a 3nite map 8 :A → S of degree 2 onto a Gorenstein
surface S and a Gorenstein cover 9 : S → P2k of degree 3. The linear map 8# :OS →
8∗OA yields a splitting 8∗OA ∼= OS⊕L, where OS andL are the +1 and −1 eigenspaces
of 8#: L is a OS -sheaf of rank 1. Let 9∗OS ∼= OP2k ⊕K, where K is the Tschirnhausen
module of 9. Then
∗OA ∼= OP2k ⊕K⊕ 9∗L ∼= OP2k ⊕ LE:
ThusK⊕9∗L is uniform with splitting type (a1; a2; a3; a4; a5) := (−1;−1;−2;−2;−3).
Let (b1; b2) with b1¿ b2 be the generic splitting type of K (see De3nition I.2.2.3 of
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[24]) and let r ⊆ P2k be a line on which K has splitting type (b1 + d; b2 − d). Then
06 b1 − b2 + 2d6 a1 − a5 = 2 since K is a direct summand of LE.
If b1 = b2 then d = 0; 1. In the 3rst case K ∼= OP2k (−2)⊕2 which is not a direct
summand of LE. In the second case the generic splitting type of 9∗L is (−1;−1;−3)
whereas on r it is (−1;−2;−2), an absurd since it cannot decrease (see Lemma I.3.2.2
of [24]).
If b1¿b2 then d=0, thus K is uniform. If K splits then it must contain the direct
summand OP2k (−1) or OP2k (−2) which are not direct summand of LE. Thus K does not
split, whence either K ∼= :1P2k or K
∼= :1P2k (−1). In any case let B and B9 be the
branch loci of  and 9, respectively. Then B = 2B9 + B′ where B′¿ 0. On the other
hand, deg(B) = 2c1(E) = 18 and deg(B9) = 2c1( LK) whence K ∼= :1P2k .
Proposition 4.6.1. A is bielliptic in the sense of de6nition 1.8 of [14].
Proof. Note that 8 gives rise to an involution jA on A. jA = −1A: otherwise S := 8(A)
would be a Kummer surface which is not possible since q(S)=h0(S;OS)=h0(S; :1P2k
)=1.
Let m :A → B be any isogeny of A onto a principally polarized abelian surface.
Then m is a cyclic cover of degree 3 and the polarization on A is the pull back via m
of the principal polarization on B.
Since jA is an involution on A, there is an involution jB on B such that m ◦ jA =
jB ◦m by part (i) of Lemma 1.5 in [14]. If jB were not elliptic (see De3nition 1.2 of
[14]) then B should be the product of two elliptic curves as polarized abelian surface,
thus the same would be true for A ([14, Remark 1.6]). In particular |D| should have
3xed components (see Lemma 1.1 of Chapter 10 of [18]), a contradiction. Thus A is
bielliptic.
The above proposition and the fact that c1(E) = 9 (see Example 5.5 of [5]) yield
Proposition 4.6.2. Let A be a general (1; 3)-polarized abelian surface and let  :A→
P2k be the corresponding Gorenstein cover of degree d=6. Then  is neither Scandi-
navian nor Anglo-American.
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